
Deforestation in Philadelphia (Paraguay)

Main Non-Mineral Exports

The Good: Environmental Sustainability
The Bad: Environmental Damage
The Ugly: Environmental Damage Profitability
Deforestation in Philadelphia (Paraguay) remains one of the main causes for environmental 
insecurity. National and international business groups foster deforestation in order to increase 
the availability of pasture for livestocks. Cattles produce meat, which can then be sold in the major 
world supermarkets. But the rights of indigenous peoples to live in this land are greatly reduced 
(https://bit.ly/2pGxf2s). The Landsat 8 satellite imagery below shows the increase in deforestation in 
Philadelphia from April 2016 to April 2018. Areas characterized by higher levels of deforestation are in brown.
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In our everyday lives, cronos and kairos are associated with  the “rhythm of timing”
 (Gelang 2013)  and with the rhythms of “now”. The 'tense of time', like the tense of the 
 during the Flamenco dance, is here related to the tense and rhythms of now, in which the 
subsequent feeling of “now” can be understood in terms of “real-time impermanence” 
(Peary 2016).

Source: © NASA Landsat 8 (2018). https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/landsat-8/
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This means, in brief, that occurrences at Time 1 (t1) can mutate at Time 2 (t2) (
just think, for example, to your first kiss or to the birth of a child). The decision of 
stationarity, substituting occurrences at Time 1 and Time 2 for Time 0 (t0) in space,
 depends mostly on the metrics of our interests (Pyrcz and Deutsch 2014)1, but these 
cannot be disembarrassed from a correct parametrization of space-time and 
associated singularities.

NASA’s Satellite Imagery Analysis: Forest and Nature Conservation
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True Color: Red = Band I1, Green = Band M4, Blue = Band M3. True-color or 
natural color: Combination of wavelengths as the human eye would see.
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(NASA 2019 https://go.nasa.gov/2Pzvywf)
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https://icesat-2.gsfc.nasa.gov/

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/Grace/index.htmlhttps://www.nationalgeographic.com/

https://www.nasa.gov/missions
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/servir/index.html

Bud Spencer in Banana Joe (1982)

Source: © NASA 2019 SUOMI-NPP True Color Reflectance (April 14, 2019)
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False Color (M11, I2, I1): Red = M11, Green = I2, Blue = I1. This False Color
 image can be used for distinguishing natural low vegetation,
bare soil, enhancing floods, snow and ice from clouds. 

Near Infra-Red Wavebands. Night Lights or Electricity Usage.
 It includes natural and anthropogenic sources of light emissions.

 © NASA 2019. SUOMI-NPP VIIRS. Satellite Imagery. 8 April 2019

Source: © NASA Landsat 8 (2018). https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/landsat-8/
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False Color (M11, I2, I1): Red = M11, Green = I2, Blue = I1. This False Color
image can be used for distinguishing natural low vegetation,
bare soil, enhancing floods, snow and ice from clouds.

© NASA 2019. SUOMI-NPP VIIRS. Satellite Imagery. 8 April 2019

© NASA 2019. SUOMI-NPP VIIRS. Satellite Imagery. 29 April 2019 Greener areas mean more trees, whilst less green areas mean less trees (e.g. deforestation). 
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In recent years, NASA scientists have developed new methods of geo-spatial micro-macro econometric analysis (Photoeconometrics) based on

single pixels are the smallest units of scientific enquiry. This type of analysis represents the future of scientific research.

My research couples geographic information system (GIS) analysis with big data mining, as well as with new forms of visual representation.

 near real-time big data. These include high-resolution NASA Earth Observatory (https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/) satellite imagery, where the 
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